B. The proof of the Bowen-Ratner theorem
We want to give a sketch of the construction of a family T (as promised by the Bowen-Ratner theorem). The reason that négative sectional curvature is important is that the flow <i>t ' M -M has a special "hyperbolic" structure, which we shall describe below :
A stable manifold (or horocycle), through ar, 6 M is the set W*(x) = {y 6 M | dtotz, <t> t y) -0 as t -+00} , and the unstable manifold (or horocycle), through x e M, is the set W u (x) = {y e M I d(<t>-t x,4-t y) -0 as i -+00} .
Note. Armed with these définitions,' we can proceed to the proof of the Bowen-Ratner theorem :
Sketch proof of theorem. -(This proof also works for gênerai hyperbolic flows).
Step 1 Step 2. For a family T = {T\,... , 7* } to satisfy (iii) it sufEces that the Poincaré Step 3. By replacing {7;°°} by {7;} := {cl(int7; o n P' l intT ix n ••• n P~n imT ijn )} (for sufficiently large n) we can assume (iii)' holds for the first return map.
•
Référence. -Detailed proofs occur in Bowen, Amer. J. Math., vol. 75, (1973) and Ratner, Israël J. Math. (1973) and a sketch appears in Appendix III of Parry and Pollicott [PP] , A good gênerai référence is Alexseev-Jakobson, Physics repons, vol. 75.
C. Modelling the Poincaré map
Given sections T = {T\,... , 7*}, we want to introducé a "symbolic" model for Given z e intT ro , assume that P n z € intr Xn , x n € {1,... ,*}, Vn € Z. We associate to z the séquence (*n )"=-:» • We define a k x k matrix A with entries
(1 ^ ij ^ k) and a space of séquences Finally, we define a map ir :
To see this is well-defined, let B t (x) = f] Pn (imT Xn ), £ ^ 0 and observe
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E. Simpler roof functions
Since we have so much flexibility in choosing our Poincaré sections, we want to make a choice that will simplify life later. Notât ion al comment -The term s a^, i ^ 0, are the "future" (and present) and the terms x,, i < 0 are the "past". The map u : JV^ -JV A moves the "future" to the past (like time !). Sketch proof.-Starting from a family of sections T° = {7?,... ,7?} (satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii)) we "shear" them in the flow direction so that each section 7? is "foliated" by stable manifolds from W a . The resulting section is denoted T, Thus, we conclude each 7i is at ieasf Hölder and this means ƒ : XA -> R + is Hölder.
Remarks.
(i) In special cases like manifolds with constant négative sectional curvatures, the foliation W s is C w and it is better to retain more geometry (cf. Ruelle, Invent. Math., vol. 34).
(ii) In some special cases Qikt co-compact manifolds) all the "interesting" behaviour is on a compact (Récurrent) subset A Ç M of the flow. With some modifications, we get an analogous symbolic model.
F. Some analysis
The motivation for introducing a symbolic model for the flow is that there are some useful "tools" associated to shifts. However, there is first a preliminary "réduction" :
We let X\ = {x = (x n )%L 0 \ A(x ti x M ) = I, i > 0} (i.e. we consider We dénote by F § := {g : X\ R | 3O0, \g(x) -g(y)\ < C • d ê (x,y)} (wherc we choose 0 < 6 < 1 sufficiently small that ƒ € F$ ).
